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LASER INDO2ED PHGI~PHYSICS OF BTh~EFYL

by

‘mc~ s J~~EPH ~ JELLY

m i T
Sutxnitted to the Department of Chemistry on

Sept. 7, 1978 in partial fulfillaent of the require-
nents for the Degree of Master of Science.

ABST~~CP

The anissions frcin biacetyl at 5-10 ‘Ibrr ~~re studied fo1lc~-

ing neltiphoton CO2 laser vibrational excitation of the triplet

electronic state. Biacetyl nolecules are prepared in the

netastable state by intersyst~n crossing fran the electronic state

which is excited by irradiation with the 4579 A line of a c.w. argon

ion laser . An intense CO2 laser pulse excites the syst~ n vibrationally.

Changes in the lun~inescence characteristics of the electronically

excited nolecules induced by the infrared laser pulse are studied in

ts~ spectral regions. In the spectral region characteristic of the

phosphorescence a decay which is fast ccxripared to the noriral

phosphorescence is observed. In the spectral region characteristic of

the 1A~-~ Ag fluorescence a I~ rst of delayed fluorescence is observed.

This fluorescence signal is characterized by a fast rise tine and the sane

decay tine as the phosphorescence ~ nission. Attenuation of the CO2
laser pulse results in an increase in the decay tii~~s and a decrease

in the anplitude of the fluorescence signal. The experinental thservations

are explained in terms of a recently proposed theory of delayed nolecular

____  
___ I

L _ _ _
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fluorescence which is based on the mixing of singlet and triplet zero-

order electronic configurations.
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excited electronic states of biacetyl (CH~COC(X H~)

have engaged the attention of many researchers over the past forty

years. Interest has centered primarily on the lai~est excited

singlet state and the nearby triplet state lying slightly lower in

energy. Early work involving biacetyl concentrated on the lifetirre ,

yield, and quenching rates associated with the phosphorescence fran

triplet state nolecules both in solutic*~~~~ and in the vapor

Subsequent interest in biacetyl was related to its use as a gas

phase emission standard and as a triplet energy acceptor in the

study of triplet nolecule participation in the photochemistry of

other nolecules The literature on these aspects of the study ‘of

biacetyl has been extensively reviewad.’~ More recent work involving

biacetyl has used the behavior of this nolecule to test theories of

~radiationless transitions~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

and Poland6 observed that

intersystem crossing from the lowest excited singlet state to the~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
—

~~--_~~~~~~~

nearby triplet state was independent of pressure, and thus, evidently

occurred in the isolated nolecule. Calvert and co-workers7 verified

this behavior, neasured the lifetine of the triplet state, and

determined quenching rates with a variety of collision partners.

!tClelland and Yardley8 neasured lifetires of the short-lived

fluorescence from the lcMest excited singlet state as a function of

excitation wavelength and also, ~~re able to estimate anounts of

excess vibrational energy r~ toved by collisions with cold biacetyl

nolecules (~730 an~~/collision) and with argon (~9O cxn 1/coliision) .



- 
———————,..‘-
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,

~~~

_ 
_______

?oss and Yardley9 studied the phosphorescence decay as a function

of excitation wavelength and added gas pressure, and saw sage

evidence for reverse intersystem crossing , bet interpreted it

as loss to the electronic ground state. Konm~ndeur and co-~orkers’0~~
2

have carried out an extensive series of experinents involving

optical excitation to selected vibronic levels of isolated biaèétyl

nolecules. This work will be referred to in greater detail later.

Recently, Wampler and Oldenborg13 have rateasured the phosphorescence life-

tine ‘(1.7 ±0.1 msec) and determined quenching pararreters for

several additional collision partners.

Of particular interest in the photophysics of biacetyl is

the efficient intersystem crossing process in which sa~re of the

nolecules initially excited to the ‘A~ state beccate trapped in the

netastable state. The nature of this radiationless process

has not been clearly understood until recently. Initial studies

reported a collision independent singlet triplet process with a

rate corresponding to kST = 7.6 x l0~ sec~~.~~
8 This high rate

could not be explained in terms of the density of triplet vibronic

states , as required by the theory of radiation less tran~itions.14

A recent work by van der Werf et al.’2 has helped to solve this

dilatma . In this work the authors report having carried out tine-

resolved fluorescence rreasurenents on biacetyl excit ed to various

vibronic levels. At very low pressures (a few nfI~rr) the fluorescence

emission consisted of two ccrnponents, each having the sane spectral

ccmposition. In addition to the known nanosecond fluorescence ,

a long-lived (several usec) emission was observed. This slow



fluorescence ca~~onent, terned delayed fluQrescence, was accompanied

by an emission with the sane lifetizre in the spectral region of the

triplet phosphorescence. The delayed fluorescence was found to be

very sensitive to pressure and its lifeti.ne was found to decrease

with increasing vibrational excitation of the singlet state. This

delayed fluoxescence and the acca’npanying emission in the phos-

phorescence spectral region, observed fran an isolated biacetyl

nolecule, has been interpreted as the decay f ran a vibronic level

which has mixed singlet and triplet character . The mixing arises

due to the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheiner approximation . i’~hile

the density of triplet vibronic levels is not high enough to

provide a dissipative nechanism for an irreversible singlet triplet

process , it is high enough so that the real single vibronic level

wave function should be described as a linear combination of the

zero-order singlet and isoenergetic triplet wave functions . The

width (inverse lifetine) of this vibronic level can be calculated

from the widths of the zero-order singlet and triplet levels.12 ’15

Since the singlet character is diluted in ‘the real description of

the nolecule, the lifetine of the vibronic levels is longer than

expected when viewed as a “singlet” , and shorter when viewed as a

“triplet” . In their work van der Werf et 12 have been able to

treasure the lifetizres of these vibronic levels in the isolated

nolecule as a function of excess vibrational energy above the

singlet origin. In another paper by ‘~n der Werf et al ,’5 the authors

suggest a theory of delayed nolecular fluorescence for nolecules in a

high pressure gas phase. In our work both the data collected on

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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isolated biacetyl rrolecules, and the theory pertaining to nolecules

in a high—pressure gas phase will be utilized.

An orientation to the relevant energy levels in biacetyl

may be found in Fig. 1. The and 3i~ origins are well known in the

low temperature solid phase, and are 22873 and 20421 cm~~, respec-

tively.’6’17 Their location in the isolated nolecule (vapor-phase

spectra) is not as well established . In our work the values suggested

by Kc*nriandeur and co-workers’°”8 were used. These are,

v~~ (~Au) = 22300 cm~~, V~~~ (3Au) = 20100 cm~~, with EST = 
~~~ 

(1Au) —

= 2200 an 1. It has been found that absorption of light in

the 460-360 run region can excite both (‘Au) f .uorescenoe and (3A~)

phosphorescence. ‘ The 4575 A line which was used. to excite

biacetyl in this work lies about -460 to the red of the origin

and ntist excite a hot-band transiti on, as is shown in Fig. 1. The

vibrational norm al nodes of biacetyl have been analyzed by Sidman

and t~tClure~
9 and Dun g et al., 20 arrong others. Of interest to

us in this work is the nedium intensity band at 945-955 cmi4, which can

be pumped by the P (20) line [10.6 pm band] of the 002 laser . This

is assigned as an antisyrmetric CH3 rocking node of b~ sytmetry.

The norn~a1 node frequencies of biacetyl will also be required later

in calculating densities of vibrational states.

The absorption of CO2 laser lines by biacetyl has been

exploited in several “double resonance” experinents. In these

experinents a CO2 laser was used to pump vibrational transitions

near 10.6 ~mt, and spectral intensity changes were observed in either

— -
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FIGJRE 1 — Electronic and vibrational energy levels of

biacetyl relevant to this work. The assign-

itents of several CR3 vibrational nodes are

indicated , after ref . 20.

L ~~~~~~~~~~ ,±,III,1I1 :~~1:I~1: ~
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absorption between 510 ~~~ ~~~ ~~2l or in luminescence excited by a

He-Cd laser at 441.6 ~~ 22 In the latter work, both a diminution in

phosphorescence intensity and an increase in fluorescence intensity

were observed. The forner effect was attributed to bleaching of

the ground. absorbing state, and the latter to correspondingly

enhanced hot—band absorption.

The aim of this work is to use the infrared laser excitation

process to prepare biacetyl riolecules in high vibrational levels of the

triplet state and to catpare the neasured lifetiimes with those

observed previously (van der ~~rf et ~~l2) by direct optical excita-

tion to singlet vibronic levels. The recently proposed theory of

delayed nolecular fluQrescence15 provides a link between the experi-

nents of van der Werf et ~~12 carried out on isolated nolecules,

and our experinents carried out at higher pressures. In our experi-

nents triplet biacetyl nolecules are obtained by irradiating the

vapor with the 4579 argon ion laser line and subsequent

vibrational excitation is brought about by an intense 002 ].aser

pulse. The changes in luminescence induced by the 002 laser pulse

as well as the energy deposited into the Uacetyl nolecules by the

pulse are then neasured. Chapter II contains a suninary of the

theoretical fratrework which was used in the design of this experinent

and in the interpretation of the results . Chapter III describes

the experirental apparatus and procedures. Chapter IV discusses

our experinental results. Finally Chapter V presents sane conclusions

which can be drawn fran this work.
S

v— ~~~~~~~ —-‘~~_ ~~
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II. ~~ X~RY

A. Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the theoretical

franework necessary both in the design of our experiment and in the

interpretation of our re~ults. Part B describes the photophysics of

biacetyl as it applies to an isolated molecule. Part C considers

molecules in a high pressure gas phase. The theory presented here

is derived mainly fran references 12, 14, 15, 23 , 24 , and 25, which

should be consulted for further details.

B. The Isolated lvblecule

The modern theory of intramolecular electronic

coupling and relaxation processes14’24 considers the scrambling of

zero-order vibroriic levels corresponding to different electronic

configurations. This level mixing originates fran the breakdown

of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation or fran spin—orbit coupling.

The resulting mixed states are active in absorption and emission.

In its simplest form the theory considers a manifold

of electronically excited states, 4~, carrying oscillator strength

to the electronic ground state , 4 C • The manifold of states , •~3~

coupled to a background manifold , ~~~ , with a coupling strength V5 ~,

which for simplicity we will say is independent of t. In an isolat ed

molecule the tine evolution of an excited vibronic level, 4~~, is

essentially determined by the widths , ~ ~~, of the zero-order background

levels relative to their spacing s, p ;
l , and the energetic width , 

~~

—~



of the distribution of the effectively coupled levels relative to the

spectral width , tI E , of the exciting light .15 
1\~’o limitin g

situations arise , the “small molecule” limit and the “statistical ”

or “large molecule ” limit .2’
~’2~ The “small molecule ” limit ~~~~ <1,

~E) is characterized by observed flix rescence lifetimes longer

than those which would be expected fran the integrated absorption

intensity. This lifetime lengthening is caused try a “dilution ” of

the oscillator strength carried by the 1~~~l ~~ The “large

molecule ” limit 
~~~ 

>1, 
~~~ 

<âE) is characterized by fluorescence

lifetimes shorter than those which would be expected fran integrated

absorption intensity. This shortening of the fluorescence lifetime

is due to car~etition between radiative decay of the state and ir-

revers ible radiationless transitions to the manifold of states.

Biacetyl , which is the subject of this study, has been shown

to exhibit both “small molecule ” and “large molecule ” behavior .

llccordingly, it has been classified as an “intermediate case”

nolecule)2 Biacetyl ’ s photophysical behavior is typical of

molecules containing a small energy gap (v~~ (
1Au

)
~

Voo 
(3A~

)= 2200

The interaction of a vi.bronic level with isoenergetic triplet levels

is strong (ç>,,~ v~ 
>1) . However , the density of triplet levels is too

small to provide a facile radiation less singlet ÷ triplet transition.

The ground singlet state, ¼gi is only weakly coupled to both the l~~

and the ~~~ states , but the density of ground state vibronic levels

is sufficiently high to provide a dissipative continuum for the

decay fran singlet or triplet levels.
$
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~~ treat the dynamics of an excited vibronic level of

biacetyl we used the forma lism of the “effective Harniltonian” ,

H~~f.
23’27 Neff iS given by,

Heff = 11M — iy/2 (1)

where is the molecular interaction Haxniltonian of the strongly

coupled singlet , I S>, and triplet, I T> , vibronic levels. Its diagonal

elaients are the energies, c~ , CT~ CT, , ... , of the singlet and

guasidegenerate triplet levels, respectively. Its nDndiagonal eletents

are V~~ = <S V~ T>. The damping term, -iy/2, provides the coupling of

the strongly coupled subspace, with other continuous or quasi-

~~itinuous media such as the radiation field or the electronic 
ground

state. y is a matrix whose diagonal elements, ‘

~~~~
‘ ~T’ ~T ’  are the

widths of the zero order coupled vibronic levels. Thus, the effective

Hamiltonian can be written as

/ Cs — iysI2 V~~ •.. Vs~..

Heff = ( ~~~ c~~—i i~/2 
(2)

0 C~~~ . — 1YT~/2

Diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian leads to the formation

of new eigenstates, In> , with ccvplex energies , E~ = - i~~/2. ~~~

eigensta tes, In> , can be expressed as a linear carbination of the

singlet , 5>, and triplet , I T~, levels,

T
= a~ I S> + S 

~~ ~T> (3)
T

I

_______  — — _~~~
-uJs-rL ~~~~~~~~~~~~

S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -~~~~ --
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where the parameters a1~ and depend on the triplet level spacings,

the zero-order triplet decay widths, 
~T’ ~~~ the coupling terms, V~~.

A caplete discussion of these parameters is contained in

Lahnani, et al.23 and will not be included here.

The time evolution of an isolated , excited biacetyl molecule

depends on its preparation. We will consider the idealized case

when the biacetyl singlet state is excited by a short pulse of

radiation, such that the pulse is shorter than any subsequent

evolution tine of the molecule. Such a pulse prepares a superposition

of quasistationary states which is identical to the nonstationary

state I S>:

= E a~IS> = Is’ = E A~In> (4)

The operation e~~~eff ~ on an initial state vector y (0) > results

in the time evolution of the projection of I y (t) > on the subspace

of strong ly coupled states. Thus, the state vector at subsequent

tines is,

= E A1~ In> e~~ nt = E ~~ I I .l>e
_
~

Cnt ~~~~ 
t/2

I1alimani, et al.23 ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ tie resulting decay can be expressed

as the sum of a coherent and an incoherent contribution. The

coherent decay is very rapid and represents the interference

between the quasistationaxy states. Because of the sudden excitation

all of the initial phases are equal. The resulting constructive

— 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

S - S ..~~~~ -~~~~ ~——j~~~
. . .—.-----

~~~~~. ~- —- .- - — -.--.-
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interference will persist for about a tine 
~~T

1
’ where

is the spread in frequency of the decaying In> levels.12

‘The incoherent contribution is slower than the coherent, and

represents the superposition of slow exponential decays arising fran
the various fn > states, each with its own decay width y~ .

‘fle average decay characteristics of the short (coherent)
and long (incoherent) car!ponents have been discussed in detail by
iai~~ ni, et al.23 They depend on such parameters as the triplet
level spacing, the coupling strengths, and the zero-other triplet

~~~~~~ 1T In general the short ccmiponent is approximately
exponential and the long canponent is nonexponential. As stated
in Chapter ] Van der Werf , et al.12 have observed this t~~-canponent
fluorescence decay in biacetyl, as well as the nonexponential
character of the slow canponent.

Van der Werf , et al.12 have shown that the fluorescence
decay of biacetyl can be well approximated in terms of a biexponential.
This approximation assures that the triplet levels are evenly spaced ,
they have equal decay widths , all coupling terms are the sane ,

and the singlet oscillator strength is evenly distributed over the
quasistatioriazy states . Using this biexponential approx imation , the
average widths of the slow con~onent of the fluores cence decay , y~ (E) ,
which we will be concerned with fran this point on, can be expressed
in terms of the zero order triplet levels characterized by the
densi ty of states , 

~T 
CE) , and the zero-order singlet levels

characteri zed by the density of states , 
~~~~ 

= E~5 (EEs) 15 lit

—--5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .5

--S . - -  --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~
.. 

--CS, — S~ S. ~~~~~~~~~~ -.
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this treathent all energies are measured fran the triplet origin .

Furthermore, ~~~~ ps~~ 
<< it is assumed that ~~(E) PT(E).

Three physical situations are of interest. The first , range A,

spans the energy region % ~E ~Ea~ where the singlet density of

states is low enough such that the zero-order decay widths, y5, do not

overlap. . Each Is> state acts independently with regard to inter-

state coupling, while off resonance intrastate coupling between

different Is> states is negligible. In this range tie In> level

structure axisists of regions of mixed states, n> , separated by

“black holes” containing pure triplet , IT> , states . The average decay

widths can be expressed in the form,

~
‘n ~~~ 

= 
~T 

(En) + ZO (E1çE~) 
~‘s 

(Es) 
~~~ ~T 

(Es) (6)

where the singlet distribution function is taken in the simple form

0 (E — E5) =1, — ½1~ n.r <CE -Es) <
~~ST

=0, otherwise

is the radiationless width which characterizes the interstate

mixing and is given by,

= 2ir ‘~ ST ’ PT (E) (8)

where ~~~ is the absolute value of the coupling strength between the

zero-order singlet and triplet levels. The second term in equation (6)

I 
______________ 

___________________________________________________

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~ S 5 

—5 - -- - 5 5 — - .  .~~~~_ -.--_ . 5 —  ---.--- . - . . - . —. -  — - — --5—- —-——- - ,— - - -
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accounts for the dilution of the singlet character in the mixed

state. The second situation of interest , range B, spans the

energy range E>E~ 
where due to the high density of states interfer-

ence between close lying Is> states is i1T~ortant . In this region the

average decay widths of the (n> levels can be expressed by

= ‘
~‘T~~n~ 

+ 
~~~~ 

ps (E
fl)/PT (En) (9)

The last situation of interest , range C, spans the region

Ep~ ~ E ~~~~~ which can only be populated by collisions (and

is absent in the isolated molecule) . In this region the independently

decaying levels correspond to the zero-order triplet levels with

decay widths 
~T 

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the

mixed singlet-triplet states. It should be emphasized that the

da~iinant contribution to the widths 
~n 

CE) is nonra diative , i.e. the

luminescence yield is much less than unit y over the entire energy

range

Van der Werf , et al.12 have measured the decay widths

(E) of the isolated molecule. An ~~pirical relation based on

their results has been suggestedl,15

L S - S p.

5- - —~
— -

~~~
5 -

~~~~
-•--. .—

~~~~~~~~~~
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FIQJRE 2 -- Schematic level scheme for mixed singlet-triplet
states, (after ref. 15). Range A consists of

mixed states, In> , separated by “black holes ”
containing pure triplet states, IT> . Range B
consists only of mixed states, and Range C
contains pure , zero -order triplet states , T> .

_____________ -. 5— .. —5.-— — 

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Y~ ( E ) = A  ~~ +C (10)

where A = 300 sec~~, B = 1.26 x 10~~ (c~n
4
Y
1, and C = YT

rad 
= 82 sec ’.

These results will be used to predict the decay fran biacetyl

molecules in the high pressure gas phase.

Since, in the case of biacetyl , both singlet and triplet

zero-order states carry oscillator strength to the ground state,

the decay fran a quasistationary state , I n> , should also carry

oscillator strenath in both the fluorescence and phosphorescence

spectral regions. Furthe rmore , the decay of a single vibronic level

In> should yield the same value , ‘
~~~ 

CE), in both spectral regions.

The ter ms “fluorescence ” and “phosphorescence ” now carry a

spectral definition , instead of being associated with a characteristic

emission lifetin~~. As previously mentioned , van der Werf , et a1~
2

have observed this vibronic level decay in both spectral regions

following excitation of the singlet electronic manifold . Similarly ,

emission in both the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectral

regions is expected to occur, when vibrational excitation is in the

triplet electronic manifold.

C. ~.b1ecules in a High Pressure Gas Phase

Having discussed the preparation and decay of an isolated ,

excited biacetyl molecule , we now turn to the case of biacety l in a

high pressure gas phase . In this trea thent two assumption s concern-

ing the nolecule-medii.un interaction are required)5 Firs t , it must be

assumed that thermal Vibrational relaxation and excitation rate s

considerably exceed all of the relevant intranolecular decay rates.

- -. - — —- —- -- — -~~~~~~~~w~~~ c
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Second, the widths of the tesonances are considerably lower than the

t ermai energy, ~~~~kT in the temperature ra nqe of interest , ( 8i~<<l) .

This implies a uniform thermal distribution with each resonance -

Under cc~xlitions in which a thermal distribution is

established within an excited vibronic manifold , the number of

excited molecules at a particular energy, n CE) , is given by,

n(E) = Z~~ N e~~~ P~ (E)

~~e.re p~ (E) = 
~T (E) is the vibrational density of states ,

z = p~ (E) e~~ is the vibrational partition function, and N

is the total number densi ty of electronically excited molecules

N =fIl(E) ~E (12)

As estsb lished in the previous section , each vibronic level decays with

its characteristic average decay Width Yn CE) . For the case of

incoherently excited vibronic levels (as would be the case in a high

pressure , ther malized system) ,

di (E) 
= y (E)n(E) (13)

}~an equations (11)— (13) it follows that

dN (14)
Y

where

<‘p Z~
1 

~ ~~~~~ 
pn~~~ 

e~~~ dE (15)
J o

Thu s, in a high pressure gas phase the macroscopic (observable) decay

— 
__

•~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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rate , <y> , can be expressed in terms of the thermally averaged decay

rates 
~~ 

(E) ~l5 Equation ( 15) provides a quantum mechanical result

for the experimental lifetime, i.~~, (<p = l/r~) for tie decay of

vibr onically excited molecules both in the fluorescence and

phosphorescence spectral regions.

Van der Werf et al.15 have shown that the ratio of

the fluorescence yield to the phosphoresce nce yield depends upon

the level, of excitation in the singlet (or triplet ) manifo ld .

Adopting the procedure developed by these authors for the calculation

of radiative decay rates , it can be shown that the intensity of the

delayed fluorescence emission , Ii,, is related to ~ according to the

expression ,

= ~~~‘ N e ST (16)

where N is the number of vibronically excited molecules, EST is the

energy separation of the singlet and triplet origins, ~~~ yX~d is

the radiative width of the zero-order singlet vibronic levels. It is

assumed that is independent of the vibrat ional energy .

In summary , this theory predicts that vibrational

excitation of a previ ously prepared , thermal system of tr iplet state

biacetyl molecules in a high pressure gas phase will result in the

formation of excited vibron ic levels containing both singlet and

triplet characte r. E~mission f ran these mixed levels will occur in

both the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectral regions and will 

_
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_
~~~~~~~~~~~
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have a decay lifetime determined by equation (15). Furthermore,

the intensity of the fluorescence emission will depend on the degree

of excitation as expressed in equation (16) .

f
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III. D~PERXM~~ThL

A. Introduction

This chapt er describes the experizrenta l apparatus and

proc edures which were used in this stody. The object of this experi-

irent was to prepa re a system of biacety l molecules in the 3Au state

using optical excitation and to observe the emission properties of

these molecules following vibrational excitation induced by pulsed

infrared radiation . Part B describes the experimental app aratus used

in this stody. Part C describes the materials used. Parts D and B

descr ibe the luminescence and energy deposition neasurenent~, respec-

tively.

B. ~ cperiirenta1 Apparatus

A schar~tic diagram of the apparatus used in this experi-

merit is shown in Figure 3. The sample cell consisted of a pyr ex tube,

22 mm in diameter and 20 an in length. It was equipped with NaC1

windows at each end and a 900 pyrex viewing window located at the

region of intersection of the two beams. The sample was admitted

directly fran a vacuum system, with pressures measured on a Wallace

& Tiernan direct-reading dial gauge. The vacuum system was capable

of achieving pressures as low as 5 nflbrr between runs.

Optical excitation of the sample was provided by a CR6

Argon ion laser. Input power was approximately 150 IT~~ at 4579 A. The

visible beam was approximately collimated with a beam diameter of about

2 mn in the viewing region. Infrared pulsed excitation was provided by

a Tachisto 2l5G 
~~~~~~~ 

laser (P (20) , 10.6 i~rn branch) . This laser is

_ _ _ _ _ _  . III’~II~T
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FIQJRE 3 -- Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.

For a detailed explanation, see the text.
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ncrninallycapa.bie of deliverin g .5 J TE2lco per pulse. The pulse

consists of a 40 nsec (FWHM) gain-switched spike followed by a 500 nsec

tail, with about two thirds of the energy contained in the spike. The

infrared beam was brought to a soft focus in the center of the viewing

region by means of a variable focal length telescope. The telescope

consisted of t~~ AR-coated Ge lenses (Il—VI, Inc.), a piano—convex

(f2. = 28.27 cm) arid a plano-concave (f P.. = —28.27 cm) . The two beam s

were counter-propagating and were carefully aligned to insure maximum

overlap in the viewing region.

A ZnSe beamsplitter was placed between the telescop e and

the sample cell with its vertical axi.s perpendicular to the direction

of propagation of the infrared beam. This beamsplitter split off

about 5% of the infrared beam which was detected by a Gentec ED-200

pyrcelectric jouleneter. Calibration of this beanisplitter permitted

constant monitoring of the infrared pulse energy. A second beaneplitter

made of 
~~~2 was placed after the sample cell. It split off about 5%

of the tran~nitted infrared beam which was detected by a second Gentec

ED-200 jou lerreteL The 
~~~2 beamspiitter , placed with its horizontal

axis perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the infrared beam,

passed the visible beam (vertically polarized) with little attenuation ,

but blocked most of the infrared beam (horizontally polarized) to

prevent damage to the glass optics by the infrared pulses. The signals

fran the two Gentec joulemeters were displayed on a Tektronix 5403 dual

trace oscilloscope .

T’re infrared energy reaching the sample cell was controlled

by an attenuation cell (not shown in Figure 3) placed between the Co2

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __R ,.-~~-~~~~~~~~ .;
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laser and the telescope. The cell consisted of a pyrex t~~e, 22 Imi in

diameter and 8 an in length, with NaC 1 windows mounted at Brewster ’s

angle on each end. The cell was filled with 0-8 ~~rr of SF6 depending

on the degree of attenuation desired.

For reasons which will be described in Chapter IV, it was

necessary to fire the infrared laser at a controlled delay following

shut—off of the visible exciting light. This was accarplished by

focussing the Ar~ laser beam into the plane of a rcechar2ical chopper

blade, giving a 5 ~tsec cut-off tine. A portion of the beam reflected

frau a glass lens behind the chopper was refocussed onto a photo-

transistor. Tie drop in signal when the visible light was chopped

of f triggered a variable delay unit (see Appendix 1), which in turn

triggered the °~2 laser . The variable delay unit was capable of delays

frcsn l.6 — 780 psec in two ranges.

fluission fran the interacti on region was detected by an

1~A 1228 photanult iplier . A canbination of interfere nce filters (Ditric

Optics Inc. or Optics Technology Inc.) were used to isolate various

portions of the spectnin. A long pass filter , passing wavelengths

greater than 530 rim was used to view tie “phosphorescence” region.

A 470 — 530 mm bandpass filter in ccmibination with a 500 rim cut-off

short pass filter allowed viewing of the “fluorescence ” region. This
0

latter filter ca~bination passed a small amount of scattered 4579 A

light , but since all measurements were made at least 50 ~isec following

the cut-off of the visible beam by tie chopper this posed no prthlemis.

This filter coirbination also passed a small amount of “phosphorescence”

which was subtracted out when analyzing tie “fluorescence” signals.

5 .- 
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‘lie signals fran the pIotai~iltiplier were amplified with a wide band

(Tektronix 1121, 5Hz — 17 MHz , 40db gain) amplifier, and recorded on
a Bicination 820 transient recorder . A signal fran the CO2 ].a~~~ was
used to trigger tie transient recorder. The Bianation 820 was inter-

faced with a PDP-8/L computer for signal averaging or processing.

Averaged signals fran tie PDP-8/L could be stored on paper tape for

further analysis or plotted on a Hewlett-Packard 2D~-2A X-Y recorder.

C. Materials

Biacetyl was purchased fran Fluka AG, puriss. grade,

and was transferred to the sample cell following several freeze-punp--

thaw distillations. Argon was taken fran a I4atheson Research Grade

lecture bottle (purity 99.9995%) , and ethane was Matheson chemically

pure grade (99.5% , less than 10 ppm 02) .

D. ILuninesce1~ce fr~asurerrents

Luminescence e~cperiitents were carried out at biacetyl

pressures of 5 and 10 torr and at added gas pressures of 0—100 torr.

In this pressure range, all em~ission prior to the arrival of the CO2
laser pulse occurs fran triplet molecules having a thermal vibrational

distribution with a tem perature of 300°K. Electronic quenching by

biacetyl itself or by added dilutents such as argon or ethane is

negligible.6’ 7a, 8 At ~~~se pressures, the diffusion length of the

netastable triplet is less tiian 1 rn. 28 me opticai. absorption co-

efficient at 4579 A is unsaturated and independent of pressure under

our conditions.1° These conditions are , of course , much different

fran tie isolated molecule studies of ~an der Werf et al)2

- - 5 
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The priniary focus of the luminescence studies was the

neasuratent of the ampl itudes and decay tines of tie infrared laser

ixxiuced emnission features in both tie fluorescence and phosphorescence

spectral regions, as a function of infrared pulse energy. These measure-

ments were made primarily at biacetyl pressures of 5 torr with sct~e

neasuretents made at 10 torr. Mditional experiments , more qualitative

in nature, were made to determine tie effects of added noriabsorbing

diluent gases on the luminescence features of biacetyl. The amplitude

and decay tines of the biacetyl luminescence were measured fran photo-

graphs of the Biaration 820 display screen, or directly fran digital

reathuts associated with this instr~nent. I~bre precise measurements

were obtained by signal averaging. L&m~inescence signals resulting fran

infrared pulses of constant energy were averaged on the PDP-8/L carputer

and the results were fit29 to an exponential curve.

E. Energy Deposition Measurements

In order to interpret the results of the luminescence

measurements for this system it was necessary to know the mean vibrational

excitation per molecule , i.e. the amount of infrared energy deposited in

the sample. Since this is a function of both incident laser fluence, and

pressure of biacetyl and diluent (if any) this had to be determined

over tie entire ran ge of operating conditions . Ener gy deposition experi-

ments were carried out by direct tr ansmission, sisrultaneously with the

luminescence measurements. This was accxrp lished by means of the beam-

splitters arid jou leneters placed before and after the sample cell , as

previously described .
I

-

~
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The calibrated beaxnsplitter placed before the sample cell

provided an absolute measurement of tie infrared energy per pulse

incident to the sample cell . The transmittance (1-absorption ) of the

sample was measured as the ratio of the transmitted energy to tie

ii~ ident energy when the cell contained biacetyl divided by the same

ratio when the cell was empty. The infrared beam profile was determined

with a scanning 0.1 xmn pinhole both at the beam waist (viewing region)

and 10 an fran the beam waist. The beam was found to be nnilthiode and

tie distance between the 20% intensity points was defined as the

effective diameter of the beam. This distance was 3.1 mm.

The nunt er of infrared photons absorbed per molecule is

thus given by,

2 (17)
irr p

where A is tie measured absorbance per an, is the total incident

energy per pulse (photons = Joules x (1 x ~~~ ergs/Joule) x

(5.0358 x 1015 ) x (944.2 ~~~~~~~~ r is the effective radius

of tie infrared beam, and p is the number density of biacetyl molecules

per cm3. Some optoacoustic measurements were also made30, and the signal

~rp1itude for a given sample pressure was found to be linear in laser

fluence .

‘
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIC~

A. ~ çperirrenta1 Results

The principal effect observed in these experiments

is that the CO2 laser pulse induces a decrease in the phosphorescence

emission (A > 530 rim) which is fast canpared to the normal triplet

decay time. At the same time, a burst of “delayed fluorescence ”

appears in the 470-500 rim region. Similar results were previously

repo rted by ~~~~22 and interpreted as double resonance effects .

Figure 4 (top) s1~~~s the signal induced by the CD2 laser pulse when

the system is exposed simuiltanecusly to both the infrared and the

visible laser beams . A fast (psec) decrease in the phosphorescence

intensity is observed , followed by a slow recovery of the emission

to its initial steady state value . This signal was interpreted22 as

arising fran a depletion , induced by CO2 laser pumping , of the

low-lying vibrational levels of the ground electronic state which

are coupled to the visible radiatic n. As a result , the excitation

mechanism is suddenly shot off , and the phosphorescence intensity

drops. This explanation is untenable, however, since the population

in the phosphorescing triplet state is unable to respond to a sudden

change in the rate of feeding into that state in a time shorte r than

its characteristic lifetime, which is -1.7 insec.

An alternative interpretation , adopted by us , is

that the observed decay times are the result of vibrational

excitation of triplet biacetyl molecules. The function of the

visible laser beam is only to prepare an initial population of
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FI~ JRE 4 — Transient emissions fran biacetyl. (~~~p; 2neec/div)
Transient phosphorescence decrease induced by
CD2 laser pulse during cw excitation at 4579 A.
In this and the following, luminescence
intensity increases downwards . (Middle; 200 iisec/div) .

Phosphorescence decay in biacetyl excited at 4579 A
(a) Normal decay following cut-off of excitation at
[1] ; (b) rapid decay following absorption of CO2
laser pulse at [2] . (Bott an; 10 ~sec/an) Expanded
view of transient region. (a) Rapid phosphorescence
decay; (b) simultaneous delayed fluorescenc e pulse.
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biacetyl molecules on the metastable triplet state. In order to

support this interpretation , the CO2 laser was fired at a controlled

delay after the mechanical shut-off of the visible beam. Figure 4

(middle ) shows the unperturbed phosphorescence decay curve (a) and a

decay curve suddenly interrupted by a CD2 laser pulse (b) . The fast

decay of the phosphorescence is induced by the CD2 laser irrespective

of the presence of the visible beam. Figure 4 (bottan) s~~~s tie

phosphorescence signal (a) on an extended time scale , in which a

decay time of several iisec can be seen. Trace (b) shows the induced

fluorescence signal. It is characterized by a fast rise time, and

the sane decay time as the corresponding phosphorescence signal . The

f act that the delayed fluorescence signal is obtained in the absence

of any visible exciting light excludes the possibility that this is

a normal fluorescence signal orig inating f ran optical excitation of

vibration ally activat ed biacetyl molecules . In order to verify that

the fluorescence and phosphorescence signals are directly connected

to the biacetyl triplet population , the delay between the cut-off of

the optical excitation and the triggering of the CO2 laser was

scanned across the phosphorescence lifetime. As shown in Figure 5,

the delayed fluorescence amplitude is linearly prop ortional to the

phosphore3cence intensity remaining just prior to the arrival of

tie infrared pulse (where the energy per inf rared pulse was held

a~~stant) . This shows that it is the triplet -state molecules

themselves which are resp onsible for the observed tran sients. Since

tie electronically unexcited biacetyl molecules are no longer

- ..— 
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FI~~JRE 5 -- CO2-laser-induced delayed fluorescence amplitudes
vs. remaining phosphorescence intensi ty at the

t~~e of triggering of the Ct2 laser . The point
at the origin corresponds to the CO2 laser being
fi re after a delay of many phosp horescence life-

times, or in the absence of the 4579 A exciting

radiation.
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optically coupled to the emitting states , any change in their

vibrational energy distrihftions should have no direct effect on

tie luminescence intensities . The term “delayed fluorescence”, as

suggested by Parker ,31 accurately describes this fluorescence emission

originating fran triplet states .

Having established that the delayed fluorescence and

phosphorescence were the result of vibrational excitation of the

triplet state biacetyl molecules , the decays in both regions were

analyzed and found to be approximately exponential over twD lifetimes.

The lifetimes reported in this ~~rk are the result of fitting the

observed decays to an exponential curve or equivalently , they

represent the time required for the emission int ensity to fall to l/e

times its initial value .

The characteristic features of these observations can

be summarized as follows:

1. The decay tines of both the phosphorescence and

the delayed fluorescence signals , at the sane CD2 laser fluence

and sample pressure , are equal . This is shown qualitatively in

Figure 6 which shows the phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence

decays at three different CO2 laser fluer ices.

2. The decay times became longer as the infrared

fluence diminishes. This is also shown qualitatively in Figure 6.

Figure 8 shows the decay times as a function of the average ni.ither

of Ct2 laser photons absorbed per biacety l molecule .

3. The amplitude of the fluorescence signal
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FIGJRE 6 — Phosphorescence and fluorescence decays at

various CO2 laser fluenoes. In each panel the
luminescence intensity decreases downwards.

Th~e upper scan in each panel shows the
phosphorescence decay, while the lower scan
shows the corresponding fluorescence

emission. The vertical scales are not necessarily
the sane in both the upper and lower scans.
(~~p: lOiisec/div) 4 .64 CO2 laser photons absorbed
per molecule (<1> = 944.2cmi 1) ;  (middle , lOusec/div)
3 .73 Co2 laser photons absorbed; (bottan; 2O~isec/div)

2.36 CD2 laser photons absorbed .

4
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diminishes rapidly with attenuation of the CO2 laser pulse. Figure 9

shows the relative fluorescence intensity as a function of the

number of CD2 laser photons absorbed . Points (2) and (3) are

discussed further in the next section.

B. Caparison with Theory

In this experiment a mixture of ground and metastable

triplet biacetyl molecules is irradiated with the 0)2 laser . We

cannot easily determ ine whether the triplet states are directly

excited by the infrared photons, or whether vibrational energy is

initially deposited in electronically unexcited molecules. At the

pressures at which these experi ments were conducted , I~~~ever , there

should be rapid V-V equilib rium between the t~~ electronic states .

Since tie vibrational structures of both states are very sim ilar ,17

such V-V processes should be facilitat ed .

In order to interpret our results we make the following

assumptions:

(a) The vibrational distrihitions of the ground and

triplet electronic states are equilibrated in a tine short ccrnpared

with the characteristic decays of the induced fluorescence and

phosphorescenc e signals.

(b) The vibrational distribution is characterized by

a temperature.

(C) The translational and rotational temperatures of

the vibrationally excited biacetyl molecules equilibrate rapidly

with the vibrationa l temperatu re . This rapid relaxation is

-- . •—
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characteristic of polyat anic molecules with several thousand of

excess vibrational energy .32 ’33 I~’urthenio re, the low-frequency

(45 am~~) torsional node of biacetyl should have a very short V-R, T

relaxation t e ,M and caild be the principal channel for vibrational

energy transfer.

Equations (15) and (16) of Chapter II account

quantitatively for changes in the observed decay tines and

fluorescence amplitudes induced by infrared excitation. The

calculations are carried out in four steps :

(1) The mean molecular energy , <E> , following the CD2

laser pulse is calculated fran the relation

<E> = <E>0 + <n> (18)

where is the mean energy per biacetyl molecule at the initial

tarperature (300°K) prior to the laser pulse , and <n> is the mean

number of (02 photons (1 photon = 944.2 aii~~) absorbed per biacetyl

molecule (as determined fruit equation (17)).

(2) The average molecular energy, <E>, is related to

the inverse tatperature parameter, ~~~, through the expression ,

<E> = 

~ 

E p (E) e~~~ ~~ + 38
1 (19)

The second term in equation (19) accounts for the translational and

rotational energy content , with the classical value of 4 ~il being

assigned to each degree of freedczn. The Haarhoff 35 expression for

the vibrational dens ity of states has been used. for p (E) . The

- -I
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normal node frequencies required in this calculation are the sane as

those used by van der Werf et al.12 (see P~ppendix B) .  Since the

majority of the molecules absorbing 
~~~ ~~2 laser radiation are

ground state singlet molecules , p (E) should be the density of states for

the ground electr onic state. However, based on the normal node

frequencies available to us there is no major difference between the

ground state , 1Ag~ and the excited triplet state , 3A~
, densities of

states (excluding constant terms) , so the sane values are used for

both. The integration in equation (19) was done nuierically on the

PDP-8/L canputer using the Extended Simpson’s Rile.36 Figure 7 shows

a plot of the inverse temperature parameter , 8, as a function of the

mean energy content per molecule or tie number of 
~~2 photons

absorbed .
- 
(3) The predicted decay tines of the phosphorescence and

fluorescence are calculated as a function of B using equation (15).

The empirical relation (10) is used in the integration . The cai~ .ited

decay times are represented by the solid curve of Figure 8 as a

function of 8 or <n> . ~ ialitatively the changes in tie experimental

decay times over three orders of magnitude are explained by this

semienpirical calculation. Good agre~ rent with experiment is found

for laser fluences corresponding to excitation up to <n> = 3. At

higher 
~~~ 

laser fluences the experimental results deviate fruit the

simple model of equation (15) . This is treated in further detail

later . The deviation of the solid curve fran the filled in

experi mental point at 8 = 4. 8xl03 (ait~~) -l is most 1iJ~e1y due to the

~~~~~~
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FIGJ RE 7 — Inverse temperature parameter, B, vs. mean
molecular energy or mean nii±er of 

~~2 laser
photons absorbed per molecule. ( cl> = 944 .2cmn 1)
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FIGJ RE 8 — Biacetyl luminescence decay times vs. inverse
teiperature parameter , 8 , or mean number
of 

~~2 laser photons absorbed per molecule .
(<1 > = 944. 2an~~) .  The solid point in the
upper left-hand corner is the unperturbed decay
tine of triplet biacet yl .13 Circles represent
experimental points .
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FIGURE 9 — Fluorescence em~ission amplitude vs. invers e temperature
para meter , B, or mean number of 

~~2 laser photons
absorbed per molecule. (<1> = 944.2) . Solid line

is e BEST.
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failure of the Haarhoff formula to accurately predict the density

of vibrational states at very low vibrational energies.

(4) The predicted relative fluorescence signal

amplitudes are calculated fran equation (16) which predicts an

exponential temperature dependence for AF As shown in Figure 9 the

observed and predicted amplitudes are in close agreement.

An explanation of the deviation between the

experimental and predicted decay times (Figure 8) at excitations

greater than <n> = 3 lies in tie deviation of tie vibrational

populations from a purely thermal distribution . The validity of

equation (13) requires an infinitely fast coupling between the

ground-state molecules and the excited triplets. Since the rate of

this coupling is finite, the equation of motion of excited vibron ic

populations should be described in terms of a ccznplicated master

equation which talces all of the relaxation times into account. A

simplified model, giving a qualitative explanation of these effects,

will be presented instead.

We begin by rewriting Equation (13) as

di~(E) 
= -y~ (E) n (E) - k n (E) + N 

~‘n~~~ 
e BE (20)

The last t~~ terms in equation (20) represent the interaction

bet~~en the electronically excited levels and the bath. The term

k n(E) gives the dissipation rate of an electr onically excited

molecule with vibrat ional energy E into all other vibronic levels

— — --- -&——- — — — ---- 
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through processes of tie type:

k
BA*(E) + BA ÷ BA* (E ’) + BA (21)

where BA and BA* represent ground and electronically excited

molecules respectively. In order to simplify the model it is assumed

that k is independent of E, E’ and the vibrational energy of the

ground state molecule. Triplet-tri plet energy transfer processes

are neglected . The last term of equation (20) represents the filling

of the level E from all other vibrational levels E ’ . This rate

equation (equation (20) ) reduces to the correct thermal equilibrium

expression in the absence of the loss tern y (E) n(E) . When n (E)

reaches its thermal equilibrium value, N Z~~ Pn (E) e~~~, the simm of

the last two terms in equation (20) becomes zero and equation (13)

is recovered.

The excited vibronic level decay kinetics can be

discussed in two limiting cases.

(a) 
~~~~~ 

<< k. In this limit n(E) retains its

thermal equilibrium value given by equation (13) .

(b) y(E) >> k. In this limit the vibrationally

excited molecules decay faster than they can be replenished and

the rate of disappearance of the electronically excited population

is determined by the slc~est process taking place , which is the

filling rate. Using the steady state app rt~ciination in equation (20)

results in tie following expression for n (E) :

k N  22n( E) - Z y (E) p~ (E) e
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An approximate solution for the set of equations (20)

can be described in the following way . We define an effective

energy E~~f such that

Y~ (Eoff) = k - 
(23)

and divide the entire energy range into two regions . In region (a)

B < E ~~f and n (E) is determined by equation (13) . In region (b)

B > Eoff and n CE) is determined by equation (20) . The rate equation

for the entire electronically excit& population beocxtes

= 

~~ 

(E) dt = 

~~~~ 
(E) ~a (E) dE - J°° 

YnCE) ~b CE) dE

(24)

The basis of this approx imation is the substitution of na CE) from

equation (11) and nb (E) fran equation (22) in tie fir st and second

integrals of equation (24) , respective ly. As a result , equations (14)

and (15) are modified to give,

= — (25)

Rff 7

<1> ’ = 

~~~~~~~~~ ~ dE + k 
~~ 

pn~~~~~~~~~~~
26)

L0 Eeff j

This appro ximation is equivalent to the model shown

schematically in Figure 10. T and G represent the electronically

excited and ground states , respectivel y. Ta ~~~ Tb are the

— 
— —  -. 
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-

FIGJ RE 10 — Schemiatic model of vibronic level relaxation in
hi.gh pressure gas phase.
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vibronica lly excited molecules in region (a) and (b) , respectively .

Assuming that most of tie vibronically excited population is in

region (a) , it follows that this population decays through two

parallel channels. The first of these channels is the intramolecular

decay and the second involves therm al excitation to region (b) . The

fast intramolecular decay rate characterizing region (b) prevents a revers-

• ible thermal deactivation to region (a) . As mentioned above, a

necessary condition for equation (24) to be valid is that the

population of vibr onically excited molecules in region (b) is &nall,

or ,

E~~f

J 

p~ (E) e~~~dE >> 
j

eff 
i~ (E) Pn (

~~~~~~3E (27)

By using the sane arguments it can be shown that the

expression (16) for the fluorescence intensity should be modified

to be,

E ~~rad e ~ES~~ (28)

where the correction factor f ( ~) is given by
E~~f

J 
p~ (E) e~~~ dE

° (29)

10 
e 8E dE 

-

I
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Csily therm ally distrilxmted molecules in region (a) contribute to the

fluorescence intensity . Z’blecules excited to region (b) decay

radiation lessly before they can emit a photon.

Tie decay curves corresponding to various values of k

are plotted in Figure 8. TIe deviations of the experimental results

fran the solid curve at high fluences are qualitatively explained .

The experi mental data is best represented by a curve corresponding to

k = 2x107 sec~~ which corresponds to an inverse relaxation rate ,

~~~~~~ 
= 4x106 sec~~ ¶Ibrr ~~ . This value is reasonable for the

resonant V V  transfer between the ground and excited vibronic states .

From this treathent one would expect that for high CO2 laser fluences

the observed decay times would decrease if the biacetyl pressure were

increased while keeping all other conditions (i.e. CO2 laser fluence ) the

sane . This effect was qualitatively observed when biacety l pressure

was increased fran 5 to 10 ~Ibrr.

The dependence of the amplitude of the fluorescence

signal on the temperature is deduced from equation (16) or (28) . In

Figure 9 e is plotted versus 8 and cctnpar ed with the normalized

experimental results . Since the correction due to f (8) in equation

(28) is always less than 5% , it was neglected .

C. Effects of Added Buffer Gases

A qualitative study of buffer gas effects has been

carried out . Addition of ronabsorbing gas to the biacetyl sample

should result in decreasing the vibrational t~~perature of the

biacetyl molecules due to the heat capacity of the buffer gas. This

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ T -.
~~~~

-~~~~~~~~ ~_ —  - --— _ _  p
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has been confixned for biacety]. mixtures with argon or ethane.

~à1ition of 5 Torr of ethane to 5 ‘I~rr of biacetyl results in a

large increase in decay time. For instance, a decay time of 2 lisec

was increased to 20 ~isec. At the sane 0D2 laser fluence about 60

¶Lbrr of argon is required to produce the same effect. ~~antitative

calculation should take into account the increased absorption of

biacetyl -buffer gas mixtures with respect to pure biacetyl at the

same partial pressure. For example, the addition of 100 ‘I~rr of argon

to 10 ‘lbrr of biacetyl results in a 100% increase in absorption .

— 4 .  •.~ 
• _ , - -~~~~- _ .-  ¶ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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V. 
~~

.. :::~ sI~~~
In this work we have shown that vibrational excitation

of netastable tri plet biacetyl molecules leads to changes in

luminescence lifetimes and yields which are in ccnplete agreement wj th

current theories of rad iationless processes. Furthe rmore, we have

shown that vibrational excitation of triplet molecules prod uces the

sane luminescence features as vibrational excitation of singlet state

imolecules.12 The end result of the two excitation methods is

essentially equivalent. The vibrational energy distributions

characteristic of the molecules taking part in these processes are

best described as nearly thermal . Similar results could be expected

for other “intermediate case” molecules.

In the past few years, iailtiple-photon absorption of

intense laser pulses and the subsequent dissociation of polyatcinic

molecules has been the subject of numerous investigations .37 The

primary diagnostic for such processes is, in general , the dissociation

yield of the laser induced reaction. Occasionally the luminescence ,38

mass ,39 or translational energy 40 spectr um of the products is

observed . Very few methods are available which are directly

sensitive to the distribution of vibrational energy in the laser-

excited molecule . The technique described here, when applicable ,

offers a convenient and sensitive probe for such vibrational energy

distributions. 

* - - %#S-’J’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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VI. APPENDICES -

A. Variable Delay Unit

In order to trigger the CD2 laser at a contro lled delay

following the mechanical shut -off of the visible laser beam a variable

delay unit was constructed. A schanatic diagram of this circuit is

s~~~n in Figure 11.

• The operation of this unit is as follows. A ~nal1

portion of the visible laser beam is reflected fran a glass lens

behizx~ tie chopper blade and focussed onto a phototransistor (A) .

When the chopp er cuts off the light the bias of the phototransistor

is changed. The unit responds by pitting out a pulse at its output

(B) . The pulse is approximately +l0v in amplitude (50~2 load) arid

.5 msec in duration. The pulse repetition rate is control led by a

potenticmeter (C) and can be varied f ran .3 to 2 Hz independently of

the choppin g frequency.

The delay portion of the circuit , activated by a

toggle switch (D) , permits the additio n of a controlled delay between

the shut-off of the visible laser and the outp ut pulse. The minimum

delay time of the circu it (with switch (D) closed) is 1.6 psec. When

the delay portion of the circuit is connnect ed in (switch (D) open)

delays of between 12 ~isec and 150 psec can be obtained by varying

the capacitance CE) and resistance (F) of the circuit. Addition of

an auxil iary 1 pF capacitor (G) permits selection of delays between

200 and 320 psec. Longer delays have been achieved by pitting the

c*itpit of the variable delay unit into a General Radio 1340 pulse
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FIQJRE 1]. — Schematic circuit diagram of variable delay unit.
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generator. Precise calibration of the delays achieved by the

variable delay unit is easily acccznplished by monitoring the photo-

transistor response and the unit output on a dual-beam oscilloscope .

B. Density of States Calculation

In this work vibrational level densities were

calculated with the Haarhoff foxuiula.35 This formula is,

N(E~
) = [

~ 
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ [f]. + ½N) (1 + 2~4~)~ j [~ - l/(l+N)1~~~

°

where N (~~) is the vibrational density of states , s is the number of

normal nodes (30 in the case of biacetyl ) and the following

definitions are made,

N =

E~~~~~~Y~~~~~
( h V 1)

5
X = II (<v>/v1)

i=l

B = 
(s—l) (s—2) <v2> 

— 
S

0 6s <v> 2 6

For the grou nd state the normal node frequencies suggested by

van der W~rf et al. 12 were used. These are: 2926 , 2930 , 2978 , 2990 ,

3011, ar id 3018 (Cl stretch ) ; 1353 , 1366 , 1421, 1424 , 1400 , and 1400

(Cl3 deformations) ; 1111 , 1274 , 1052 , and 1218 (013 
rocking) ; 257 ,

-

~ I 
________ ____________ ___________________
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369 , 534 , and 685 ( in—plane skeletal bend) ; 1718, 1719, 1004 , 927 ,

arid 927 (in—plane skeletal stretch) ; 399 and 538 (out-of—p lane

skeletal deformations) ; 48 (central C-C torsion) ; 150 ar id 150 (013
torsions) .

(~ ly little is known about the normal node frequencies

in both excited states. As suggested by van der Werf et ai)2 it

was assumed that, in analogy to glyoxal , the only important frequency V

change occurs in the C-C torsional node, a frequency increase by a

factor of 1.8. Thus , neglecting the constant terms (which always

cancelled out in our treatment) the ground and excited state

densities of states were essentially the same.

C. Jouleneter Resurfacing

Pyroelectric energy meter s, such as the Gentec ED-200

Jouleneter used in this experiment, rely on a layer of absorbin g

material on the detector head to provide rapid and uniform transfer

of the incident radiant energy to the pyroelectric crystal. Prolonged

usage or exceeding the maximum reccimended incident energy ( .5  jou les

per square centimeter in the case of the Gentec ED-200) with short ,

high peak power pulses can lead to a gradual deterioration of the

detector surface. This is evidenced by the ar earance (in the case

of the ED-200) of grey areas on the detector head as the black

absorbing coating is worn off . Such deterioration changes the

responsivity of the detector, and recoating of the detector surface

followed by recalibration is necessary. ~‘bst manufacturers (including

Gentec) recannend factory servicing. However , when tine is a factor

— -~~~ V - -—— V . .

—— 
— -- - V —.  V_~~~~~~ 
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detector resurfacing can be accctnplished in the laboratory with good

results . The following procedure was developed to resurface a Gentec

ED-200 jou leneter . This procedure provides a detector surface which

will hold up well for maximum energy densities of .5 Jou les per square

centimeter . For very -low energy densitie s any absorbing coating such

as Krylot-i flat black paint works well.

V 
The procedure is as follows :

(1) Clean the detector surface by sanding lightl y

V arid wiping with a cloth soaked in a solvent such as acetone. Renove

the existing black coating leaving a uniform surface .

(2) Check to see if the thin metallic layer which

lies beneath the black absorbing coating is damaged. Damage is

evidenced by a nonunifo rm colorin g of the detector head. If the

metallic layer is damaged cover the detector surface with a thin,

uniform layer of silver print conduct ing paint (available fran G.C.

Electronics). Dry detector surface under a heat lamp for 1 hour .

(3) Paint over the silver print with a thin , uniform

layer of pr inters ink (Speedball, oil-based works well) . Thin the

ink with acetone and apply with a ~~all brush. Dry for 36 hours

under a heat lamp.

(4) Recalibrate detector using either a radiation

source of knci~.zn intensity or by canparison with another calibrated V

detector .

I
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